
  

  

ACADEMIC UPDATES (2021-2022)  
CYCLE 4 Dates: From 27 July 2021 to 14 August 2021 (10-12 

Working Days)  

  

SUBJECT : ENGLISH                   Session 2021-22  

  

CLASS  IV  

TOPICS  HELEN KELLER, SPEAKING SKILLS (ACTIVITY), UNSEEN PASSAGE  

LITERATURE  HELEN KELLER  
Explanation and Interactive Discussion Synopsis:  

• Helen Keller was born in the year 1880 in a small town in Alabama.   

• One day she suffered from high fever which made her blind and deaf.  

 Helen began to grow wild and would often be angry.  

• Her parents found her a teacher, Miss Sullivan who taught her special hand 

signs.  

• Helen was able to understand words with the help of her teacher.  

• Helen understood that words would tell her everything she wanted to know.  

   

Underline the new words for spellings from the lesson. Learn the spellings for a spelling 

test.  

  

Helen Keller, Alabama, dearly, illness, agree, often, Miss Sullivan, spelt, special, copied, 

strict, understood, important CW:  

Written work to be done in English Literature notebook.  
  
Ex A: Word Web ( synonyms):  * [to be written in the form of a web]        a) 
healthy: strong, robust, fit  

b) bright: intelligent, promising, quick- witted  

c) sign: signal, gesture, cue  

d) importance: worth, significance, eminence  

e) agree: admit, accept, confess Ex B: Story elements:  

a) Mention any two important characters of the lesson  

b) Write any two key events from the lesson.  
Ex C: Complete the sentences:  

1) Sometimes Helen even lay on the floor and _____________________.  

2) Helen understood that words were the most _____________________.  
  
  
Ex D: Answer the following questions:  



 Q1 When and where was Helen Keller born?  
Q2) What went wrong with Helen Keller when she was a child?     

Q3) What was the name of Helen Keller’s teacher?  
Q4) According to Helen, what were the most important things in the world and why?  
   
Ex E: Make your own sentences with the given words:  
1) bright         2)  agree       3) healthy  
  
H.W - Refer to Marigold Book Pg No. 87. Let’s Write (Ex 1)  

  

SPEAKING  Image No.1:  

  

  
Look at the image above and speak a few lines on the use of mobile phones and its 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 

Image No.2: 

 



 
Look at the image above and speak a few lines on the use of social media and its 

positive and negative effects. 

 

READING  UNSEEN PASSAGE NO 1  

  
Students need to read the given passage carefully and answer the que stions based 

on their comprehension.  

(Answers to be written in the English Language notebook / printout of the worksheet.)  

A PDF of the worksheet will be shared by the subject teacher in the class group.  

  

HANDWRITING  

PRACTICE  

Activity No. 2:  
(to be done in rough notebook)  
  
Write the following paragraph neatly on a fresh page in your notebook   
  
Writing is a form of expression, and neat handwriting is important when writing 

anything that will be read by someone else. We are often judged by the quality of our 

handwriting, and when our penmanship is poor we appear  to be lazy or incompetent. 

Good handwriting involves forming letters properly and spacing the letters carefully 

within words. Letters should not be squeezed together, but they should not be spread 

far apart, either. It’s also important to form letters the correct height. Capital letters 

should be larger than lower-case letters. Words need to be separated so they don’t run 

together.When a person develops good handwriting, he or she can be proud of 
creating quality work  

  

  

  



Expected Answers  
  
Ex B: Story elements  

 a) Mention any two important characters of the lesson Ans: 

Two important characters of the lesson are:  

        1.Helen Keller         

2.Miss Sullivan  

 b) Write any two key events from the lesson.  

Ans: any two relevant key events…  

  

Ex C: Complete the sentences:  

1) Sometimes Helen even lay on the floor and kicked her feet.  

2) Helen understood that words were the most important things in the world.  

  

Ex D: Answer the following questions:  

Q1 When and where was Helen Keller born?  

Ans:.Helen Keller was born in the year 1880, in a small town in Alabama.  

Q2) What went wrong with Helen Keller when she was a child?    

Ans:.As a child, Helen suffered from high fever which made her blind and deaf .  

Q3) What was the name of Helen Keller’s teacher?  

Ans: The name of Helen’s teacher was Miss Sullivan.  

Q4) According to Helen, what were the most important things in the world                and 

why?  

Ans: According to Helen, words were the most important things in the world because words 

would tell her everything she wanted to know.  

  


